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GENERALIZED INDICIAL FORCES ON DEFORMING
RECTANGULAR WINGS IN SUPERSONIC FLIGHT ‘
By HARVABD
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INTRODUCTION
One of the basic problems arising in the analysis of wing
flutter boundaries is the calculation of the aerodynamic forces
on wings undergoing smallbut arbitrary spanwise and chord-
wim distortions. When the wing aspect ratio is large (actually,
when the distance between spanwise nodal lines is large),
these forces are usually estimated by some strip theory in
which the loading on each spanwise section is approximated
from that on a two-dimensional wing having the same chord-
wise distortion. This report is concerned with low-aspect-
rmtio rectangular wings for which tip effects are important
and the full three-dimensional theory must be used.
The exact linearized solution for the forces on thin rectan-
gular wings (limited, however, to the range where effective
aspect ratio (~~ A) is > 1) traveling at supersonic
speeds has been presented by both Gardner (ref. 1) and
Miles (refs. 2 and 3) in terms of multiple inte.gds involving
arbitrary surface undulations. How-ever, the use of such
solutionz in evaluating, numerically say, the forces induced
by Bpecitk wing distortions still presents some difficulties.
It is the purpose of this report to discuss certain techniques
that can simplify the labor involved in these calculations and
to present numerical tables for the forces induced by a class
of surface deformations, a class general enough to represent
the fl.rstfew mode shapes of rectangular plates.
Mathematically the problem is to fid and analyze a solu-
tion to the four-dimensional wave equation
1
%+$%+%.-2 P{JIJ=O (la)
(where G is tho speed of sound, t’ is the time, and z,y,z are
spRce coordinates) that satisfies the appropriate boundmy
conditions. The partictiar form of the solution to be
analyzed differs from those presented by Gardner and Miles
but its development is based on the method due to Gardner.
Hadamard (ref. 4) studied a generalked form of equation
(la) in which the number of dimensions was arbitrary. His
solutions to these genemdized equations are fundamentally
d.ifkrent, depending on whether the total number of dimen-
sions is odd or even. In fact, the methods Hadarmwd de-
veloped apply directly only to equations for which the total
number of dimensions is odd. Solutions for the even cases
(such as eq. (la)) are determined by a “method of descent”;
that is, the solution for the next higher odd-dimensioned
equation is found and then reduced by (made independent
of) one dimension. It is apparent, however, that such a
technique is in itself by no means unique. Thus, Hadamard
found the solution to equation (la) by descending from a
solution to the equation
but there are many other partial ditkential equations and
groups of partial difkrential equations governing a five-
dbnensional (z,y,z,~,t) space all of which satisfy equation
(la) in a plane .f=constant. Gardner discovered a set of
equations containing equation (la) in a ~=constaut plane
which are simpler than equation (la) in that solutions could
be found and adaptid to the boundary conditions for time-
dependent motion by methods wall lmown to aerodynamicists
who have studied the flow about wings in steady supersonic
flight. This is the essential part of Gardner’s contribution
and it represents the technique upon w@ich the development
of the solution presented in this report is based. Actually,
Gardner fit applied a Lorentz transfon.nation to equation
(la) and then used his method outlined above. The appli-
cation of such a transformation is unnecessary and has the
disadvantage that the rem.dtingcoordinates have lost their
direct physical signi&anca. We will apply Gardner%
method of descent directly to equation (la) and then proceed
to analyze the solutions so obtained.
In order to simplify the analysis as much as possible, we
will limit solutions to the plane of the wing, and, further,
consider only indicial-type boundary conditions; in other
words, unsteady motions in which the wing attains instan-
taneously, at the time zero, a certain spanwise and chord-
wise distortion which is thereafter fixed. It is well known
that the transient responses to these indicial motions can be
1SuIWEMes NAOA TN 32?4by Harvard Lomtm, Fmnklyn B. Fuller, and I-am S1ndcr,1954.
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used, in a superposition integral, to obtain responses to many
other types of unsteady motion; in particular, responses to
the harmonic oscillations of nonrigid wings.
Finally, the principal interpretation of the remdts will be
made in terms of generalized forces, since these can be used
directly in either flutter or gust studies, and it will be shown
that the amount of labor required to calculate such forces is
reduced by using reciproci~ relations derived from the
general theorems presented in reference 5.
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edge (See fig. 13.)
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edge at time zero (See fig. 14.)
angle of attack (angle between fight path and
plane of wing), radians
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wing angle of pitch relative to horizontal, posi-
tive when trailing edge lies below lending
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coordinate meaauring fifth dimension
free-stream density
velocity potential
portion of velocity potential induced by sources
in acoustic plan form
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potential function in five-dimensional space
Subscripts
regions in an z, t plane (See fig. 7.)
upper side of wing, z= O+
singularity (e. g., source) position
},11,...,VIIIregions on wing shown in figure 4
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
THE GOVERNING EQUATION
kmming a wing’s vertical motion is of such a nature
that the velocities induced in the fluid are small relative to
the magnitude of the wing’s steady forward motion, the
normalized form of equation (la)
%Z+%-V+%X-W=O (lC)
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where t=@’, can be used as the governing partial diihrential
equation of the flow field. This equation applies to the
dekmnhmtion of the velocity potential when the body or wing
in question moves through the fluid, the axes remaining
&red with respect to the still fluid Mnitely distant horn the
origin. For convenience we place the wing l-g edge
on the y axis at t= O and the side edge on the x mm. The
wing flies at a constant forward (in the negative z direction)
speed so at subsequent times the leading edge lies along the
line z= –M, where Al is the Mach number, and the side
edge moves along the x axis as shown in figure 1.
.,x. -Ml
>0
I
hJUEE I.—wing in fixedcoordinatesystem.
TEEBOUNDABYCONDITIONS
The fluid velocity normal to the surface of a solid moving
in a frictionless fluid must be zero. If the equation of the
solid’s surface is represented by
(3(z,’y,z,t’)=0
this boundary condition an be expressed mathematically,
in terms of the coordinate system used in equation (lc), as
a~ ap w aqa~ bp aQ_o——. —
5P+ax ax+ay ayk~–
Considw u thin surface near the z=O plane. The equation of
the camber line of this surface can then be expressed in the
form
G(z,y,z)t’) = Z.-h(z,y,t’) =0
and, assuming that thickness and lifting effecti 7can be
sepmated linearly, the boundary condition for the camber
line becomes
ah ap ah ap ah ap_o
——— —_
2iP+FiIFz+a~ ay az
If the derivatives of h with respect to each of the coordinates
are small, the two middle terms can be neglected and the
expression for the boundary condition reduces to ~
We wish to simulate a rectangular wing deformed in-
dicially by bending in the spanwise and chordwise directions.
For this purpose, on the portion of the z=O plane occupied
by the wing plan form, the vertical velocity, which determines
the wing shape according to the previous equation, is as-sumed
to have the form
(o t<o
‘U=b’afww” ‘>O
where c is chord length, at= is a constant and 1 and n are
integers ~ O.
The expression (z+llt)Z is used so that for 1>0 the tangent
to the wing camber line at the leading edge is tangent to the
flighkpath angle of the leading edge. Consider, for example,
the we i=l, n=O. The dowmvash
.u=~ (z+Ml)
represents an infinite class of surface shapes having the form
h(Z,Y,O=&o [(z+MO’+XZ,Y)l (2)
where j(z,y) is an arbitrary function and h is, by definition,
the distance of the wing’s camber line from the z=O plane.
Since, within the accuracy of linearized theory, the solution
for the flow about the wing depends only upon the value of
w(z,y,t), the loading on all the wings represented by the
above equation is the same.
Let us inspect the two speciaJcases
(i) j(z,y)=–~
(ii) w,Y)=o
For case (i)
h(z,y,t)=~~(’2~+Mt?
and the wing is a flat plate pitching at a uniform rate about
its leading edge which is following the flight path
al&Pt~
(h)~~=–m
aa shown ain figure 2. Hence, at time t the tangent to the
fight path of the leading edge is
d(w.w ad’
–u, ‘-T
The slope of the leading edge of the plate at the same time is
ah
()
Q&
TX ~B=-7-
aud the $wo slopes are seen to be equivalent.
lmezscde lnMhagnm32 and 819pmW=s31yabtmteafnder tomn!iethedrawinm
okar. AW~ptinMh%Wuptiehti-ti~h, bymeamof whlob
thekadhlgwaadetmmkd. wtit~~of~e*mti~-tiez-OpMe.
—.
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FK+URE 2.—Fist plate pitching at uniform rate about leading edge.
For case (ii)
M%Y,O=*O (z+Mt)2
and the wing is a plate which obtained a sudden parabolic
camber at t=O, a shape it maintained thereafter as shown z
in figure 3.
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hih & &—d,~,&,,on
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x
‘hLE
— =0 at Ieadlng edge
df
FZGURU 3.—Plate with parabalio camber.
The problem is linear, so it will be sufficient to detede
a solution for arbitr~ 1and n, and then add results for any
combination of terms as desired. Thus, . the complete
boundary conditions to be studied are
‘1 ‘“’R9W’%(%?/,0=az ~-. (2a)
over the wing plan form, and, since the loading is zero over
the remaining portion of the plane
i’)ql
-3-t..~=0 off the wing (2b)
t&ce the lending is given by
SOLUTION FOR THE POTRNTIAL
Figure 4 shows the wing plan form on the surface of which
the potential is required, together with the system of axes;
also, trams in the z=O phme of the wave system setup by
the indicisl motion of the wing axe indicated. The wave
pattern for only two edges is shovm; the flight speed is super-
sonic so the trailing edge has no effect on the velocities in-
duced over the wing surface, and the results are. valid (in
their entirety) only for PA> 1, so the opposite edgo either hns
no effect or one that can be incorporated by simplo super-
position.
The wave traces divide the wing area into several regions,
indicated by the Roman numerti, in each of which the
analytical formulation for the potential is diilerent. Region
I consists of that part of the wing where the effect of neither
the side edge nor leading edge has yet been felt. .“IIIregion
II, the side-edge influence is acting (the line y=t is the traco
of the starting cylindrical wave from the side edge y=O)
but not the leading edge. Region III is the part within the
starting cylindrical wave from the leading edge, but outsiclo
the influence of the side edge. This region, and region V,
are further subdivided for reasons that will appear later,
Region IV is a compound region; potential there can bo
found by adding the potentials for regions II and III and
subtracting the potential for region I. Region V consists
of the portion of the wing within the spherical wave origi-
nating at the wing corner. The flow over the part of the
wing comprising regions VI and VII has reached a steady
state relative to a point on &e wing, and the potential thoro
is just that for the corresponding parts of a rectangular wing
with the proper downwash distribution in steady motion.
Finally, region VIII is againa composite region, its potmtinl
being the sum of potentials for regions III and VII less the
potential for region VI.
All the regions just listed, with the exception of region
V, are actually governed by the three- (total) dinmnsional
wave equation and the potential therein could be obtained
by methods applicable to this simpler equation. How&wr,
in this report we shall present a unified approach and the
problem will be solved by the same method in all regions.
Yc
———
P*
/ Y
~
i Leading edge ot time zero
X=t
Z I
FIGURE 4—Regions used in the analysis of a reotrmgular wing in
supersonic unsteady motion.
RRVZBW OF IUROHEOIT’S FORMULA
The solutions developed in the subsequent sections are
more clearly interpretable if they are compared with certain
lmown results that have already been detarmimd for the
indicial motion of nonlifting wingawith symmetrical thiolcmss
distributions or lifting surfaces with all supersonic edges.
The purpose of this section is simply to review briefly some
of these latter results.
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& in steady-state wing theory, there is a formula for
timedependent flows that relates the veloci~ potential to a
distribution of time-dependent. sources and doublets over a
certain region in the wing plane. This formula is due to
Kirchhoff, ~d some of its aerodynamic uses are discussed
in reference 6. Kirchhoff’s result is immediately applicable
in the study of unsteady lifting-surface problems when the
potential can be represented by sources alone, that is, when
the upper and lower surfacw of the wing do not interact, as
is the case in regions I, III, and VI of figure 4.
Kirchhoff’s formula for source distributions
written
SS‘~ dxldy,q(z,y,o,t)+ .
s.
can be
(3)
where
r.z= (Z—Zl)i+ (y-yl)*
The brackets on WUindicate that the retarded value is to be
tnken
[%1=d%,yl,t-~o)
and S=indicates that the region of integration is the acoustic
plan form corresponding to the event (z,y,O,t). These con-
cepts are discussed at length in reference 6.
& has been pointed out, equation (3) holds for each of the
regions I, III, and VI, but the area of integration S. differs
considerably from one of these regions to another. Consider,
for example, the determination of p for region III, denohd
&I. Part of the boundary of the acoustic plan form S.
is found by eliminating T between the equation of the
leading edge, XI= —MT, and the expression
(z–z,)’+ (y-y,)’= (t–l’)’
which gives the outar boundary, at “time” t, of all the dis-
turbances that, operating at “time” 2’, can produce an effect
at the point (z,y). This boundary- is the ellipse
(+x’-4’+@-y’)2=~’ (4a)
where
If the point (z)y) lies within the cylindrical wave horn the
leading edge, that is, –t<z<t, the ellipse of equation- (4a)
comprises only part of the acoustic plan form, the remainder
being bounded by so much of the circJe
(z–z,)’+ (y-y,)’=t’ (4b)
as lies on the wing at time zero. Figure 6 shows the three
possible acoustic plan forms for points in region III. The
limitz for the three types are
(i) t2z20
(ii) O> Z>–t/&f
(iii) —t/M>x>—t
413672-ti749
J?mwm+ 5.—AcousKo plan forma for region 111 of figure 4.
and these correspond to the subregions III., IIIb, and III.
identified in figure 4. Using equation (3), we can write the
potent.k-in, say, region 111= as
+-C%f’;-!?-’, ‘a
where
x, Qt-yd=y[W–1htwr–!h)’1
GARDNER’S METHOD OF DE9CENT
Equation (lc) governs a four-dimensional z,y,@ space.
Our object, of course, is ta find for this equation a solution
that satisfies the boundmy conditions in the z=O plane as
spetied in equations (2a) and (2b). Obviouilyj we can
always construct a space of more dimensions governed in an
arbitrary way except that it must satisfy equation (lo) in
an z,y,z,t hyperplane. Then, if a solution in this higher
dimensional space which satislies equations (2a) and (2b)
in the z,y,z,t plane can be found, it represents for ~ (the addi-
tional dimension) equal to some constant the solution to our
problem. This characterizes the method of descent. It is
not obvious, of course, that such a method leads to any
simplification; but, with a proper choice of the governing
equation for the new space, such a possibility always exists.
There are examplea where various applications of this
method have proved to be useful. Hadamard’s use of the
method, mentioned in the introduction, is classical. A simple
application of his method is the derivation of the velocity
potential for a source in a two-dimensional supersonic flow
field. This potential field (which amounts to a step function,
the step occurring at the Mach wave) is easy to derive if one
considem a threedimensionsl field with a line of smn-ces
normal to the free stream and uniform in strength. The
two-dimensional field mentioned above follows immediately
by descent.
Ii other examples the additional dimension is measured
with imaginary numbers and the additional law-for the ex-
tanded space is the requirement that the functional depend-
ence on the resulting complex variable shall be analytic.
The method of descembg in the latti case is associated
with the study of analytic continuation. Ii particular,
Rieaz’s method (discussed in ref. 7) for solving equation (lc)
illustrates these concepts.
———— . .
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Gardner’s method for solving equation (lc) is to define a
five-dimensional space in which a potential function # is
governed by the equations
$lC–+ZZ-*EE=O (6a)
. $V-$uv–+.=o (6b)
and show that solutions to equations (6) in this space are
general enough to contain general solutions to equation (lc)
in a plane :=constant. We shall, therefore, proceed by ana-
lyzing these equations and eventually let.$ approach a plane
in which the boundary conditions of equations (2a) and (2b)
are satisfied. For convenience, the latter plane is taken to
be the t=O plane.
Since equations (6a) and (6b) are linear, a number of
possibilities exist for the choice of the dependent variable
*(Z, y, z, o, t). tilde from the more obvious choice
#(z, y, z, O, t)=w(z, y, z, t), where wis the velocity potential
of equation (lc); for example, one could let #(z, y, z, O, t)=
~Jz, Y, Z, 0 or wiu, #t(z, Y, Z, O, 0= W(Z,Y, Z, t). These
various choices amount only to relatively minor differences
in the detailed technique of the subsequent analysis. If,
in imposing the boundary conditions of equations (2), one
is to use only source-type solutions for both equations (6a)
smd (6b), the last choice ia sufEcient. Therefore, set
(7)
Now differentiate equation (6a) with respect~to~zand sets
2=0.
Defining
lwLz,Y,o=~ ,-0 (8)
equation (6a) can be expressed in the form
wt,–w=–w~:=o (9)
and the boundary conditions for equation (9) are given
directly by equations (2). Thus on the wing
2JW ?)gl.—
w f.o az ..0 =U&y,t) = (L[%(%9’(Y(’oa)
and off the wing
(lOb)
Asspming equation (9) to have been solved for the bonnd-
my conditions given by equations (10), we return to the
second of the set of partial differential equations (6), spe-
cifically,
$Er–%-+zz=o
From equation (8), it is seen that the solution to equation
(9) j-ields the result
$It can h shown that the dutin sdMm the eunatlon
a+
~ ~=lmown function of y, $ on the wing
z-
Further, the boundary conditions for the original problem
in (z, y, z, & t) space require that p be an odd function with
respect w z, and continuous across tho z= O plane mcopt
over the wing plan form. Thus p must be zero for z=O
except over the wing plan form. The continuation of this
condition into (z, y, z, & t) space then implies, according to
equation (7), that off the wing
Hence, both the second partial d.iilerentialequation ond its
boundary conditions are identical in form to the first set
given by equations (9) and (10), respectively. Applying
equation (7) to their durd solution, we obtain the desired
result
for the potential on a rectangular wing (with fM21) in
supersonic unsteady motion.
TEE G~AL RXPRRSSION FOR TEE POTZNTIAL
The method outlined in the preceding section will now
be applied to obtain integral expressions for the potmtirtl
in any region of the rectangular wing shown in figuro 4.
Consider first equation (9) for W($, z, t). TIIis equation is
the same partial differential equation as that which govwns
supersonic steady flow. Further, the boundary vrduos in
the & z, t space are identical to those representing rLthin
planar wing in a steady supersonic flow. Since the Mnch
number in the steady-flow analog ia.~~j the quivalent
plan form of this wing (shown in fig. 6) k a sweptfolwml
wing tip hum-rigall wpersonti edgm (i, e., the componont of
the free-stream velocity normal to all edges is supwsonic).
Since all edges of the equivalent wing plan form mm
supersonic, the solution for W can be written immedidaly
-f
/-
t ~1
FIGURE 6.—Equivalent plan form in &z,t q-me.
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in terms of “sources” only, their strength being given by
equation (lOa). Thus, by analog with the well-lmown
results of supersonic wing theory, we have
w(w)=-: SSW.(zl+ilztl,y)CLqdtl, d(~–w-f’-(z-zl)’(11)
whore r is the area on the wing cut out by the forecone from
the.point ($, z, t). The analytic form of IV will difler con-
siderably in each of the three regions above the equivalent
wing shown in figure 7.
i
\
X, n-/$//,1, \ \
\\ \ \
\
A —. -—l____\\ A
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\
\
/ \.
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/ ‘%,=-/,
;\ \
X,l{J’
I‘j
FIGURE7.—R@ons in wbioh analytic form of ‘iV(.W,t) differs.
The value of W given by equation (11) now bccomea a
boundary condition for the solution of equation (6b). Thus,
over tho portion of the z= O plane for which Ya O, f> O,
the Vatiation of W
~z ~is now lmown and for y<O, EZO
;-
the condition %$h~ ,-~
=0 applies. (These conditions are
still not suilicient to determine a unique solution unless
tho further restriction is imposed that the loading falls to
zero M the edge y=O is approached, i. e., as Y-O+.) Agaii
wo observe that these boundary conditions and the partial
difTorrmtialequation (6b) qre identical to those studied in
connection with a stationary planar wing in a supersonic
stream. & shown in figure 7, soluticmsfrom the t,cc,g space
above the E= O plane are referred to as T%, W~, and WO,
depending on the relation between x and t in a t=constant
phmo. Figure 8 shows the five different boundary-value
problems formed by the various combinations of WA, WB,
and TVcoccurring along constant z linm in the z, c plane
and the corresponding regions in iigure 4 for” which each
applies. Each of these five problems is directly analogous
to the bound~-value problem encountered in steady-state
lifting-surface theory, of a pIanar, rectanguk lifting surface
in a steady supersonic stream. The ‘leading edges” of
these analogous rectangular plan forms lie along the lines
&=t, k=~~~ti or $I=tm, depending on the value of x,
t
c,
/
/
(i) x21; for regions ~L7
/
/
/
/
/
\ YI
/
/
(iv) -t<x<-f/M, lzlc, Y=, ~
/
/
-
\
(v) -ltf/sxs-t; Iz, Jm
Y,
l?mmmS.—me five MTerentboundar.v-valueproblemsin &, w, z]
.9pace.
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and the. “side edge’) lies along the line y= O. Hence, by
means of this steady-flow analog, we can immediately write
the solution to equation (6b) in the form
SS!w,y,o,t,o=-+
w (z,y&,tJ *I dyl
~ 4(:–W-Q/-Yl)i
(12)
where onIy the area of integration u must be discussed.
Two possibilities exist for the shape of u. First, if the
point & y lies to the right of the dashed lines in figure 8,
which in the analogous stpady-flow problem represent the
traces of the Mach cones tim the leading-dge tips, u is the
triangular area shown (for region IIIJ in figure 9, part (i).
If howevw, & y lies between this line and the side edge,
y=O, u is the trapezoidal area shown (for region VJ in figure
9, part (ii). The latter is a wwll-lmownresult used in steady
supemmic lifting-surface theory and iirst developed by
Eward (ref. 8). The division of the five kinds of problems
illustrated in figure 8 into the fial twelve, reprwented by
the regions in figure 4, is brought about by the various
combinations of WA, WB, and Wc that can occur in the area u
as the point& y assumes all necessary vahm on the wing.
When x has been determined, the potential in the physical
plane is found by equation (7), or, combining equations (11)
and (12),
SS
d&dy,dz,y,o,fl=$ ~ ; ~ &+ JL@_@=
SS
w=(zl+ikf~,y~ dzlo%
~ W-ti%l’-(z-zl)’
(i) O<x<t, pt
t
(,
(i3)
+ Y[
(ii) 0<.xt, y< ~
Frcmnm 9.—Area of integration. usedin equation(12).
A detailed
FOR AERONAUTICS
analysis of equation (13) for a point z, y, t in
region V. of figure 4 is given in Appendix A, add a study of
this analysis enables one to write the results for all regions
without ~Clll@.
INTEIIPRETATION OF THE RE9UUTS
The results of the rather involved analysis given in Appen-
dix A can be interpreted in terms of the known solutions for
simpler boundary conditions. These latter solutions have
already been reviewed in a previous section in which it was
shown that the potential on a lifting surface with rdl super-
sonic edges can be written in the form
P (Z,Y,O,O=—* SS
[w.]dz,dy,
ro
&
From Appendix A it is found that the potential at a point
on a rectangular lifting surface can always be expressed as
the sum of two parts
$@, y, o, t)=p~ (z, y, o, t)—p~ (z, y, o,t) (14)
w-here
1
SS
[Wu] dxldyl
Pm(W)o,$)=-z (16a)
TO
s.
and
(Mb)
The value of C(z,, y,) is given by equation (A1O) in Appendix
A and the areas of integration, & and S., are illustrated for
the various regions I through VIII in figure 16.
Let us first inspect equations (15) in light of their possible
analogy with the familiar solution for the steady-state, rec-
tangular lifting surface. If a rectangular wing having ar-
bitrary twist and camber is placed in a steady supmaonic
flow, the solution for the potential on its surface can tdso be
expressed as the sum of two parts
p(z, y, O)=p(l) (z, y, O)—p@ (z, y,’o) (16)
where, if
T~=(Z–Z,)a–~(1/-@2
@(z,y,o)-: SS
w.dzldyl
re
s,
and
(170)
(17b)
These equations can be construed in the following simplewwy:
Equation (17a) represents the potential induced at z,~,Oby o
distribution of sources over the wing plan form, each source
having a strength proportional to the local streamwise slope
of the upper surface. The area S’l, aa shown in figure 10, is
the portion of the wing witi the Mach forecone from
z,y,O. Equation (17b) has a similar interpretation; it also
represents a distribution of sources over the wing, each
having a stmngti proportional to the local slope of the uppm
surface. But the area of integration S, is now that portion
of the wing within the Mach forecone horn the point z, —~jO;
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FIGURM 10.—Areos & and S1 used in equation (1’7).
that is, within the cone which forms a mirror image of the
physicrd Mach forecone in the vertical plane containing the
wing’s side edge. The potential pm(z,y,O) represents the
difference between the potentials for awing with a vertically
symmetrical thickness distribution and a surface with no
thickness having the same shape as the upper surface of the
nonlifting wing.
Let us return now to equations (1Q Just as in the steady-
stuto case, @ (z,y,O,t) represents the potential induced at
z,y,O by a distribution of sources (see eq. (3)) over the wing
plan form, each proportional to the local slope of the wing,
but now, since the wing is in motion, with the added con-
dition that they be 10U1slopes at the appropriate time. The
area S=, shown in figure 11, is just the acoustic plan form
defined earlier in the discussion of equations (3) and (4).
Physically, &represents those points on the wing from which
disturbances can, at the time t, influence the flow at z,y,O. It
is the gmerrdization, in the stationq coordinate system, of
the wing area bounded by the Mach forecone.
The relation between p(’) (z,y,O,t) and Pm(z,y,O,t) is similm
to that between their steady-state analo~. Thus, again,
Pw (z,y,o,t)represents the diilerence between the potentials
for an uncambered nonl.ifting wing and a lifting surface
hawing the same shape as the tap of the nordifting wing. A
more striking similarity lies in the relation between i%and L%.
We have already seen that S. is the acoustic plan form,
and, as it turns out, S. b theTe$ea%mOJtheucowtic plan form
inthe vertical plkne containing the side edge (see fig. 12)-a
(X,:y)
I
\
_.\——_–—. —__ _-\\\—— —______
‘\,
/+x.x,)2+(y+A)2=t2
——_——_______
~ 4
FmJmw 11.—Acoustio plan form for point in region V. h figuro 4.
situation identical to that existing between S1 and & in the
steady-state case. @ other words, S=is the acoustic plan
form for the event z,y,O,t, and So is the acoustio plan form for
the event z, —y,O,t.) Physically Sl represents the portion
of the wing’s lower surface containing disturbances which can,
at the time t, influence the flow at z,y,O on the wing’s upper
surface. At this point the similarity between the steady and
unsteady solutions ends since the influence of the slopes in
\
\
\
—.4—–—–—–——––—–——––—\\
–.–––bAi–––––—–––——
i 4
Fmmm12.-Refleokd mxmstio Plan form for point in redon V. in
@ure 4
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the reflected plan form is not the same as it is for the slopes
in the basic acoustic plan form; the influence in the former
case now being given by the integral O(zl,yJ deiined in
equation (AIo).
One can show, by simply referring the results given in
equations (15) to a coordinate system fixed on the wing, that
equations (15a) and (15b) are identical, respectively, to
equations (17a) and (17b) when they apply to regions VII
and VI in figure4; regions in which, for indicial-type motions,
the flow is steady relative to the wing. Hence, equations
(15a) and (15b) extend Eward’s “reflected area” concept to
all parts of n rectanguhwwing in supersonic unsteady motion?
TEIEGENERALIZEDFORCES
REVIEWOl?LAGRANGl?sEQUATIONSOFMOTION
In order to define more clearly the subsequent concepts
and notation, we will briefly review Lagrange’s equations of
motion as applied to distorting wings and will examine a
simple applimtion to a rectanguku wing.
Lagrange’s equations are usually written
$ ~r–~+:=Q’; 7=1,2, . . . (18)
where
T kinetic energy of &ewing
V potential energy of wing “
Q, a generalized (&ite.rnaI)force .
qr a generalized coordinate
In the present applimtion q, is &e amplitude at a @yen time
of a polynomial measuring h, the vertical displacement of the
wing’s crtmberline horn the z=O plane. , Thus, relative to an
z3,vScoordinate system mat is fixed on the wing, see figure 13
IL(z,,y,,tg=z q,(t’)P,(%,yJ
8
t X3
(19)
.
1 Y,
/ =0 c
& 1
l-- s
FIGURE 13.—Wing in moving coordinate system.
4It Isof farther lntcrest to xmtko that ewmtbm (MM c== be rdtm=l to a doubIe Me@
Involvlmz w.(f,yI) by uMng, for oxampl%the trerufornmtlens ~=rrFMh and r-f+ and
MC&mtlngwltb -t to r.
The w@#s kinetic energy can
-n.
be written
(20)
where m is the wing mass per unit plan form area. Using
equation (19), we fid
The potential energy is usually diflicult to evahmto unalyt-
icaly. However, it can often be detamined experinmntally
(as w-ill be seen) by measuring the frequencies of the free
vibration modes. For the present assume that tho wing is o
homogeneous plate of constant thiclmess. The potential
energy for such a wing can be expressed as (ref. 9)
(22)
which leads to the equation
where ~ is Poisson’s ratio, V= h2/&8z+ ?P/2)ya2,ancl
D=2(Young’s modulus) (plate thicknesz)3
3(1–J.L9
Ifsnv, if the generalized coordinates have been normalized
so th@ each measures the amplitude of a free vibration mode,
all terms iu equations (21) and (23) involving the integral of
the product of P, and P, am zero. Assuming, henceforth,
such normalization, we can write
SSk p,2(i3,yim(z,,y3)d@y3+Dg,SS{(VP,)’– .b
[.
a’p, a~pr
.–--(%j~}:~dy,=,,; .=1,2,. . .2(1—H) h%z @32
(24)
Finally, dividing through by the coefficient of ~, and ex-
pressing a generalized force as the integral over the wing plan
form of the product of the rth modo shape and the loadings 8
Z(Ap), induced on the wing by each of the mode slmpcs
considered, we find
where q is the frequency of the rth free vibration mode.
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If tho free-mode frequencies are experimentally deter-
mined, equations-such as equation (23)-giving the wing’s
potential energy, never lmve to be evaluated. Further, in
such cases, equation (26) applies to quite general wing stric-
tures with vmying density. Usually in the application of
equation (25), one uses the actual frequency ~ of the free
mode but, in evaluating the aerod~amic forces, uses an
analytical e.spression that only approximates the rth mode
shape. Let us examine the generalized force term in equa-
tion (25), takingj for simplicity, only one term
Qr=’m’,(’’43:@’s
According to what has gone before, the mode
nomial P, (U,y3) has the form
‘r(~,’’=(3’&Y
of the .&m:
(26)
shape poly-
(27)
while (Ap/qo), is the loading coefficient corresponding to an
indicial deflection (seo previous section on boundary condi-
tions)
WK3+’+XW%91 ’28)lL=&g,(l)~
which gives n vertical veloci~ distribution
W.=uoq,(l) (~)z@y (29)
Now a generalized indicial force coefficient can be defined as
folk-m’s:
(The calculation of these quantities j~(t’) will be elaborated
in the next section.) Since the generalized forca Q, is
intended to apply to any motion, not necessarily indicial,
it is necessary to apply Duhamel’s integral to the indicial
force coefficient $$$(i!’); thus,
(31)
As an example, consider now a simple one degree of free-
dom vibrating plate. The plate is iixed to a wall and
restrained along its leading edge. The mode shape is as-
sumed to have the form
so for Qplate with uniform densi~ and thickmw
mSS0dy~ ()
T71.9C84
0d%P,%’,Y3)3~ ;
-8 0
IIquation (25) now becomes
oh+w12gl=~ : 4Q1
(32)
(33)
For this case,we have the generalized indicial force coefficients
fl~(~’), and fi(t’);
J{Q,=qosc $ :’ [1:;; +2q,(t’–T’) —
[ 1}fa(r’);o~l(t’–T’) — dr’;oil(l) (34)
Therefore, equation (33) can be written
25(zo C 4d “
0s{il+ul%l== - .– [1f:;;’)+2q,(t’-#) —sdtio
[ 1}Mr’);0(j,(t’–T’)dr’;; j, (1) - . (35)
THE GENERALIZED INDIUAL FORCE COEFFI~
It is clear from the preyious section that a study of the
dynamic behavior of rectangular wings moving at supersonic
speeds can be carried out if one am obtain values of the
generfied force coefficient, &(t’), as defined by equation
(30). We will now show how these values can be obtained
from the solution to the aerodynamic boundary-value
problem represented by equation (14).
It was convenient in developing equation (14) to use a
coordinate system-x,y,z,t-which was tied in space ao that
the left edge of the wing moved along the z axis as shown in
figure 1. On the other hand, in studying the dyuamic
problem it was more convenient to use an u,ya,zs,t system
which is tied on the viing. In order to convert the results
in one coordinate set to the other, let us fit transfer results
in the z,y,z, tset to the Zi,y,,z,, tset (shown in figure 14) and
then, finally, transfer to z~,y~,z~,tcoordinates.
X3= x4+Mf
Y3 q Yq
Z3=z~
t =t
t>o
t X4
FIGUBE 14—Transformations from moving to fixed coordinate system.
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The indicial force coefficient ~,~(t’) is detied as follows:
In order to transfer the WRSfrom the set shown in @ure 1
to the more convenient set of figure 14, so that mode shapes
are symmetric or asymmetric about the wing’s spsmtie
center line and the force coefficients denoted j~ can be deter-
mined, -weproceed as follows. First, the loading cmdlicient
for a wing in the (xjy) system with down-washgiven by
H%9’(%Y
(?x+M 1.— (–l)’A$o (–UPc CXY-”(v
is obtained. This loading coefficient can be written as a
sum:
Ffow the quantity j% is defined in the x.’,yl,zA,t system as
This last integral can be written as
By using equation (36) we&d
where all forces axe responses to a unit indicial disturbance.
IVote that if eqWtion (37) is applied in the case of a wing
cantilevered on a wall, both n and g must be even in order
to satisfy the boundary conditions of reflection in the wall.
By superimposing boundary conditions and their remdt-
ing solutions, one can further show that the value of $%
given by equation (37) is valid for all reduced aspect ratios
&4 greater than 1 in spite of the fact that the value of ~
given by equation (36), as it stands, applies only to wings
for which /3Ais greaterthan 2.
GIVWI~~(t’), one can determine the gemardized force as-
sociated with the generalized coordinate q, by means of the
superposition inimgralas illustrated by equation (34).
DIWAIU3 OF CALCULATION
The details of actually evaluating the indicial force co-
efficients from the solution for the potential presentd in the
first part of this report are discussed in Appendix B. Con-
siderable labor is involved in such calculations, and an
attempt was made to discover recursion formulas by means
of which certain derivatives, for the rectangular wing, could
be expressed as combinations of others. This attempt was
successful and yielded the following remdts:
Consider equation (36). Integrate the z integral in this
equation by parts, setting
u(z) = J;V‘~ dy; dv(z)=(z+l-kit)%c
Then, since by equation (B7) in Appendix B
b Apt% ~@-~*
— —=. -) 1Xax qO c gO
one iiuds
Fj:––-3+ {fi-’,:-q;::} (38a)
Inspection of equation (37) shows that the same relation
holds for the generalized indicial force coefficients~fi; that is,
fE=3& Ui-’’fj;:::}:} (38b)
From this relation, it is seen that only the forces Pf; need
be determined by integration; the forces for higher values of
the index 1 can be found by combination of results for dif-
ferent values of the mode shape index j.
As a simple illustration of the results presented so far, wo
can calculai% the indicial force derivative for the cases 1=
n=g=O, j=O, 1. The case j=O corresponds to the indicisd
lift coefficient for a flat, sinking, rectangular wing, and the
case for j= 1 corresponds to the indicial pitching-momont
coefficient for the same wing. Since n=g= O, equation (37)
give9
j%==
Thus, with j=O and identifying –h/VO as angle of attack
a, one finds from Appendix B
CL==-+fi=+~-~(1-y)]; o~~~ -j&
/
{{
=~” 1 _, Mtrl M
M r Cos ~~ COS-’(M-B%J+
1[&L(l-MQ~1 1}–Q =&+2HM–l)k? ;
L<&<-&
M+l–
“ha; -A
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Next with j= 1, and using Ore=’to designate the pitching
moment measured about the leading edge of the wing,
TheEo expressions agree with those given by Miles in refer-
ence 2.
The above results can be used to demonstrate the useful-
ne~ of equation (38a). Taking j=n=g=O, 1=1 in that
equation gives
p~=~_~
or, for the present case,
.ll:=.%’-.i%’
which represents the equality
C.q’=c.e+cma’
that is, the lift coefficient for a pitching wing equals the sum
of the lift and pitching-moment coeihcients of a sinking -wing
(primes indicate the wing is pitctig about and moments are
measured about the wing leading edge). Hence,
Q.:=&{@+;h’)4[.-Mh’+.,]}; o...~
=3{;[Q+h’)~s-’”*+$cos-’(fi)+)+
1[~ –& *+%–3(M-l)&+2
1}‘(M–1)%$; & <t$<M+
.;{l-&}; ,,& -
A further application of equation (38a) provides the pitch.
iug-moment coefficient for a pitching flat rectangular wing.
Thus, with J=j=l, n=g=O, equation (38a) gives
l’;:= +(z%’-l’~
which becomes
fl:=Kl%l-%)
and so
(cm+ %2 –a@~ )–c.=
From equation (B21) in Appendix B it is found
f% – ~’=;{; (1–M%’)* [4–M(l@+3)h’l } ; Ostos+
Qtul— ——-
Uo u,
{[
4 1 l–M&3 coB_lM&–l 1M _
‘Z;3 ~~ ~ Cos W--l%)+
l+Mh+(i’@+2)t02
9—~1-MA*””-1)’4 ‘+’”+1}
Combining, we find
{[
2 1 2+Mt03ma_1M&1 2M
‘–m ; 3 ~+37COS-l(M_fil+ 8-Mh-&W+2)G’ 1~~ -
1
[ 1}
1
~ &+ W–6(M–I)h’+(M–1)%’ —
1
; M+l ‘h<M–l
that
)
4M072-G7-O
—608
Another relation among
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the generalized indicial forces j:;
. .
can be derived by means of the re~iprocity relations,given in
reference 5. The details of the derivation are given in
Appendk C and there results
(39)
Equation (39) can be used in two ways; one, M a means
for checking the internal consistency of a’ set of ealcrdated
generalized indicial forces, and the other, as a means for
expressing a given force in terms of a set of othem.
Consider, as an example of the former use, the case for
which Z=j= O. Then
-f%=fl=
From equation (37) we can express this relation in terms of
the calculated quantities F% thus
3J(-0’ ~)~ (-lY@ (+)--P-”F%=
,$’(–1)’~)‘fJ(–0’ ~) (:)+X--F::
If now n=l, g=3 the following relation results
(F%–FW++ [(fi-Fs+3(F&Fga]+
which provides a useful check on the computed quantities.
FTestlet us solve equation (39) for a given force. Perform
the sum operation
on both sides of equation (39), and reverse the order of
summation on the left side. Theie resulti
5 (–1)’+ (–1)’(~f;)=ij (–0’ (j)+, (+022#-o
(40)
The inner sum on the left can be evaluated. Thus one has
Zp=[l—(1—z)]p=& (—1)’ ~) (1—z)~
A=o
Equating coefficients of x,
and equation (40) becomes
CONCLUDING REMARKS
~ method is presented for evaluating the generalized forces
on a rectangdar wing flying at supemonic speeds anclhaving
an aspect ratio such that 13A21. The generalized coordin-
ates used to define the wing’s behavior are the amplitudes
of downwaah distributions expressed in terms of polynomials
in x and g, the chordwise and spanwise directions, respec-
tively.
~umerical results are presented in table I for generalized
indicial forces on a wing having an aapect ratio of 4 and
flying at a Mach number equal to 1.1 and 1.2; the polynomial
coverage being 0<1<1 and Osn55, where wNXzgs.
AMESAERONAUTICALABORATORY
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APPENDIx A
EXPRESSIONS FOR THE POTENTI,lL
In order to write the expressions for the potential in all
regions shown in figure 4, it is sufficient to derive in detail
only that for region V. Having carried out this analysis,
one curt determine the expressions for potential in other
regions without difficulty.
Consider, therefore, equation (13) and let a and ~ apply
to region V.. First, it is necessary to determine the poten-
tirds WA rtnd W~ in the t,z,,fspace. From equation (11), in
conjunction with figure 7, it is found that
J
1 .+%C9
J
f–i(z–z,)%w
— dx,
ZDu(q+kftl,y,)dtl
To o &4J’-&’-(@*@*
(A2)
where
X,(g,)=;(Z&+.’+:)
With the values of W given in equations (Al) and (A2)
it is possible now to solve equation (6b) for #, figure 8 giving
the required data in the f,y plane. Thus, if lF= [~–&)2—
(Al) I (y–y,)’
ATowrLpplythe operation of equation (7) and the potential ~= is given by
where Rlz=&9- (y-yl)z ~d the bars on the integrals signify
tlmt the finite part of the integral is to be taken in the sense
Mined 1 in reference 10 and that the order of integration
cannot, in general, be reversed.g
l?or convenience set
(A6)
where 18 is the nth integral group on the righ~hand side of
equation (A4).
Consider the first of them integral sets. Using equation
1For tho mbsaquent !malysls to hold, tho Wtton of the finite @ gtven In rekenco 10
16antlnl. TM dehltton dh?crafrom thot given by Ho&mad whm It appllm to multiple
Int@.
1Slnm tbe order of MegnMon ploys on Important mle In the following devolopmfm~
Integrotlon tit with_ tor ond then wtth respct tos wflI be demotedfdr ftifk 69
whfleh~tin MwIti-ti Fmdtiti& _tis~bdmMJ&fdy
(z, r). When the mtntkm ff..(r, g) d@ IsUS&3,tho order of Intqiatlon lalmmeterld.
(A3)
(A4)
(Al), we can write
J ‘“
t– -rl~w W.(zl+iial,yl)dtl
0
‘i
J(t–tJ’–(z–q)~-&
In order to simplify this expression, the order of these in-
tegralsvdlber earranged so the integration with respect to
& can be carried out first. The technique of chanbtig the
order of repeated integrals with strong singgarities set forth
in reference 10 will be used here. Consider the change of
order in the &Fl plane. Pretend for the moment, that the
tl integration has been carried out. Then the highest order
singularity (since Wuis bounded) in the &, z] plane hns the
order 3/2 which is weak in the sense that no residual occurs
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when the sequence of integration is reversed. The top of
figure 15 shows the area of integration, so immediatdy
s-s’1,= ; p!, .:;224Y%A%W
S4
L-(z-zl)q-w %(3+J&/J&
0 &=tJ’-(z-zJ’-#
To change order in the & t,plane, consult the bottom of
figure 15. III thiscase an inherent singulmity exists at the
confluence of the singularity lines of the integrand; namely,
where &=y—yl and tl=t— d(z—z)?+&2. The change of
order can therefore not be performed directly, but acco~t
must be taken of the existence of a residual term (see ref. 10).
This residual is deil.ned as the diiIerence between the two
integrals taken in different orders over a vmishingly srd
region surrounding the inherent singularity (the clotted
region in bottom of figure 15). The residu~ & is fien,
{
R, ~a (’ @-W-+@, M& J “
t– 71)+9
w.(zl+M%W&=
T s-m [&%&?hW2 t-n-. 4(t–w-(z-zJ’_f12–
J-
t-rb
f
(t–hy-(ezl)~
~ ,o_, W.(zl+iutl,yl)dl
&@i
r-p [h%H/1)7’’2w-G)’- b-%)%? }
‘f,
t,=Y-Y,
xlX1=X
\ \
I
tl
{f-(x-xl,
FlauRE15.—Arca9of integrationusedin analysia.
where ro%=(Z—ZJ2+ (Y-YJ2. The second intagrrilvanishes
(seeref. 10), and, prosing to the limit e~O in the first integral
there results
~%= n-wu(xl+Mt—Mro~Y~_ ‘R[WUI
-Z
—
To 2 TO
where the square brackets again mean that the retarded
value is b be-taken. Thus, the integral 11can be reduced to
In the same way, the integral L can be reduced, and
‘1+’2=-X--’KGA+A+
which is recognized as Kirchhoff’s formula, equation (3),
with an acoustic plan form bounded by the circle
(Z–xl)z+(y-yl)’=t’
The reduction of the integrals L, L, IK, ~d Ie is quite
similar, leading to the sum
(’7)
Examination of the limits on these integrals shows their
total area of integration is that shown in figure 11. But
this area corresponds exactly to the acoustic plan form S=
for a point in region V=l Hence, denoting the combination
of terms in equation (A7) by pm we can write simply
(As)
It now remains to calculate the integrals IT through Ilo.
Designating their total eilect on the potential, pm one can
readily show (since no inherent singularities arise in these
cases) that
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where r,’= (z–z,)’+ (y+yl)’. Now let
{
t-r, K w.(x,+itfLYJ~ ,.1<0s-s,/M [(~+y.+oq ~~~
U(X,,VJ=
J
t-n & w.(xl+iwIj YI) G%
,#Zl>o
o [(t–ty-%lq @iy=x }
(Alo)
In terms of this expression, equation (A9) can be written
simply
1@a=2 SSc(%YI) ddu (All)
(So)va
where the area (JSJr=is illustrated in figure 12.
In order to give expressions for the potential in every
region of the wing shown in figure 4, one can show that it is
only necessary to vary the areas over which the double
integration in equations (A8) and (Al 1) are carried out.
This is evident in connection with the source portion @,
for in evew case
(A12)
(A9)
and only the acoustic plan form S= changes with the region.
In the case of p@, the part of the potential due to the exisk
ence of the side edge of the wing, equation (Al 1) can be
generalized and written
~(’)=
$ SSC(xl,yI)dx,dyl (A13)
so
where the integrands are defined in every case by equation
(A1O) and only the “reflected” acoustic plan form &
changes with the region. The region S. is always bounded
by portions of the “reflected” circle
(Z–z,)’+(y+y,)’=t’
and the %flected” ellipse
Figure 16 shows sketches of both& and S= for all reggonsin
figure 4. The absence of a sketih indicates that the corre-
sponding integral does not exist for that reggon.
APPENDIX B
TEE GENRR-D lNDICIAL FORCES
THE LOADING COEE’FICZENT
In order to detmnine totrd forces acting on the wing, it is
first necessary to obtain expressionsfor the loading coefficient
Ap/qo. According to the linear theory
(m)
so it is necessary to differentiate each of the expressions for
potential. & an example, consider, as in Appendix A, just
region V=of figure 4. The loading coeflkient will be divided
into two parts Apw/qo and Apm/qo to correspond to the po-
tentials P(’) and #. Thus, using equation (All)
032)
since the derivative passes the z1,Y1integration without
effect. Referring to equation (A1O) for the function C@,, yJ
we next find its derivative with respect to t. Write r=t—tl;
then for xI<O
J
HWf& wU(xl+Mt—Mr,yl)dr
@l,Yl)= ,,
(T’-roq ~n
and
ac_ -@iii WAY)
‘-[(t+w-”’l-+ -
J
t+@@K; { lf@l+Mt-LfT,yJ}(7’--7’0’)Jw) dT 033)n
Notice that if WUdoes not depend on (z,+MtJ the integral
term in equation (133) vanishes, while if it does, then the
integrated term is zero. ‘Next, for ZI>O,
and
(B4)
In thiscase,both terms exist unless WUis not a function of
(z,+Mt,), in which case the integral vanishes.
Substitution of equations @3) and (B4) into equation
@12) will now yield an expression for the loading coefficient
corresponding to the influence of the side edge;
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FIGURE 16.-Sketches of areas of integration, & and Se, for all regions
in figure 4.
FIGURE 16-Continu@.d
The esplicit form of wU, given by ‘equation (2), has been I The portion of tbe loading coefficient corresponding toinserted and it is nssumed that 121. p$.~can be found readily and is
( )1Ap ‘1] 2al. {J ‘““In(x+J-)2+(z–@7FiiT’)’@+z V== —fdmoc’+” o J=Fm’
‘J~f”’xd”’J:=[zl+M::’’][-*d”-
J
u+-
J
o
it!n
[z,+M(t–TJ]’-l dz,+
yrdw
o z— lh-o-m)~ To
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Region SC so
F ~‘“
-----:.L.
~=-”,>....
-.”-.....
.>--------------:.:.. ..... ....... .
Zc (x,%) $ %J@;
~ +
xl x,
P
..:::::.
:.:.:.:<..
$;;$:
..-. ...%.:::.::::::::::.:.:
~) VW:::*.:.. . . . ...-:~:~...
Yj
m “’-”l L
““-”l=P-
FIr.wrm lf3-Concluded
It is clear that, even for small values of the indices 1and n,
the required integrations for the determination of “totalforces
on the wing pose formidable problems. There is, however,
a property of the loading coefficient corresponding to vertical
velocity distributions of the type chosen here (eq. (2)) that
will materially shorten the requisite labor. This may be
mp%ssed ns follows, adopting the convention that Ap~n/qo
corresponds to a downvmsh distribution. proportional to
(Z+ilzt)’y”:
(337)
or
Apt” L’ Z Apl-l,u
J — (X,,y,t)(ix,, 1>0~=~ -Aftqo (B8)
DETAILS OF EVALUATING TEE GENERALIzED INDICIAL FORCES
In calculating the generalized indicisl forces by means of
equation (36), it has been shown that only the value zero
need bo taken for the index t. Thus we must fid
The values of the loading coefficient ApOn/qOam found by
dif%rentiating the excretions for potential given in the first
part of this appendix.
It is convenient, in evaluating equation (B9), to consider
tlm integration with respect to y tit. Setting
L=
so
8 ~ ‘A&dy
Oc go
(I31O
it is found that L seems to have diflerent representations
according to the interval in which x lies. Them expressions
can, however, all be expressed by the same formula. The
portions of L corresponding to the parts pf~ and q~ of the
potential are similarly si~ed, and we have
{
L(l)= ~= (_l).
n’uoMcn+g ~n:):ll* [K,@+g)+KM(n+g)]-
() }‘8)”+’+’-*’-[Kl(2p-l)+KM(2#-1)] (1311)2 ~0 ~p n+g+l–2fi
J@~g)[Ko(n+g)+&’(n+9)l ‘L(9)= @X
#JJ&n+E zn+~ (B12)
where
JKo(n+g)=~R+.+IR.p. ‘Dti(-’”)fin+k+l /j~(Jo
and [n/2]means the greatest integer contained in n/2. The
function J(n,g) maybe expressed as summations, and ‘it has
the property ‘
J(n,g) =J(g,n) (1313)
The sum formula is, with g+p=n
J@,O=(-l)r~ (;’)~ ~-:+1, ~)-
(
–2i+l ; 2g+2BP2
— +q%(;i)g(-v2 )1
‘(W)W 2 )-:%–2i+2j+3, 2g–2j–l
(3)s’r%’2%)Br+2’:3+2j+3Ji)
(-B14)
. .
.
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I Values of the function J(g,n) I
I
9
0 1 2 3 4 5
0 7—2
1 1
14
—~T+—
3
2
58 1 29 16
— r——
43 z’ — “–R64
3
11 21 8 1 53 32
T
~r+-
5 3
—— r%256
189
4 ~ .–~
11 129 12S 1 5329 266
,
——
z m “ 105 z w4”–m
5
71 165 ~+~ 37 1 11801
n 2S6 21 m -“+%
~+512——
z 65536 m
()P‘here 2i is the binomial coefficient
()
_ p!
;i (2~!(p-2~1
and B(p, q) is the beta function
The function J@, n) hss been calculated for g, n taken
O, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. Becausa of the property @13), it is only
necemmy to give a triangular array, which appears in the
above table.
Now consider the functions K(v) and KM(v), detied dm
equation (B12). It is convenient, for computational pur-
poses, to express these in terms of the incomplete beta
functions, defied as
A tabulation of the incomplete beta functions is available in
reference 11. ~ote that when the symbol B is written
witiout a subscript, the complete integral is meant, that is,
in equation @315b), z equals O. It is necessary to exercise
some care when interpreting Ki(v) and K&(v) as beta
functions because of the upper limit. Thus, since
JKC@=t+lRP.‘-’(-z”)sin+’ eao
we have the following cases:
()
(i) Z>t, lLP. cm-’ + =7
‘@=’’+’B(w
(@ 056’,R.P. COS-l
(-~)=cos-’(-:)=”-cos-f)
Ko(.)=’; FBGWBI-W4WI
(iii)-’~z~ORycos-1(-?)=ms-’(-3
[ (w]Ko(v)=~ B 1- (s/t)S
(iv) –U’ <x< –t; B-P. COS-l
()+ ‘0
Ko(v)=O
A similar line taken with KM(v) leads to
@ X>t, Z&(v)=o
(ii- i%~+IPI~~.I’.)S(*~—&z<t,&(v)=-
(iii –t <z< –& KM(V)=; ~k
‘+lrWW-
“-~dwl
~v) –~t<z<–t, KAv)=~ tmAIB&~ +)]
The generalized indicisl force P,; can now be e.spresseclaa
{[
F& ~y+g+.+l ; ##+2(-ly(n:;;l),]T
pK9+n’)+*&(9+@]–p~ (;) ~f:;l:2P
[
*If(2#—l)+*Iif(2#— 1)1} (me)
GENERALIZED INDICIAL
where
(B17)
s
c-dfl
*I,,(V)=
[_M, (~+.@’a yk’+’l?z.~--’”)”) d+’ Oa]o
@18)
It is convenient to express these forces in tams of dimen-
sionless quantities Thu9 setting
we have
J
1-MO
*J4(+c~+~s
[_Mh b+~to)’ da h+’ R.P.
J
O@(-z?/h)
1Sti+’13dfj=C’++’N(P)0319)o
and
@21)
The.integrals ii(v) and -7&(v)can be simplified by reveming
the order of integration. This can be accomplished in a
straight-forward manner by merely inspecting the region of
intogrntion in the ZO,Oplane. Consider tit the integral
1~(~). Depending upon the relation between the chord
length and the time, we see-horn figure 17—tihatreversing
the order of integration results in three different possibilities
for the upper limit of the Ointegral However, if we define
XOsuch that
FO130Et3 ON DEWORMUW3 WEWIS
t
Xo
I -Mfo
&
-f.
-M/. j
(;) O< L<l/[MtJ)
‘“F-------?
I /
-~
I-Iwo
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Xo
T/2 7s-8-=*. -t. Cos 8
r U..2 To (Ill) l/( M-l)ctoI-M/. *. -x~ =-t. Cos a-~
-,4’4/0 d
(II) l/( M+l)<tO< I/(M-l)
FIGURE17.—Areasof integrationusedin anal@s.
then, in every case, 14(v) can be written
(B22)
and, similarly, it can be shown that
@23)
APPENDIX c
DERIVATION OF RECIPROCITY RELATIONS
According to reference 5, the reciproci~ relation fol
general three-dimensional unsteady motion can be written
us*:(z,,yl,tJw,(zl,y,,t,)dz,dy,dt,
t“
= SSS~ (%wti~hw%)ddydh(cl)~?
where the volume of integration V is that swept out in z, y, t
space by the whig. The subscript 1 refers to the wing moving
in the forward direction and subscript 2 refem to the wing
moving in the opposite direction in the same manner. The
coordinate systems are related by
xI=—x2+c-MT
Y1=—Y2+%
tl=–h+T
wheres, c are wing semispan and chord, respectively, and T
is some fixed value of time. These quantitiw are elucidated
in figure 18.
t YI
“ 7’
X2. c-M& 25
* .
%2 c
f
-4
x,=-+-.
Fmmm 18.—C0ordinat.e system in forward and revemed floJv.
FJowlet the wing associated with the subscript 1 have the
vertical velocity distribution
and that associated with the subscript 2 have
~’”y’~=(na’r?)’
Then
(
W1(’A,Y2,?J= 1 —
“T”’)(%9”
(
w’(zl,yl,tJ= l—
‘lTM’l)’W
Equation (C2) can be &fl&entinted with mapcct to T,
yielding
The binomial expansion is no~ performed:
(m)
h equation (C3) the spanwise integration is carriorl OV(r
the whole wing, but it can easily be reduced to intcgmtion
over, say, the left panel by use of the factor [1+ (— l)r+”]/2.
Thus, equation (C3) can be written
(–d (–l)(f)p=o ‘l+(n:)g+n]’2J:i:T
idy’r3Y%=(-l)n2(-1)’c)[’+(
JYw’+??’rd+w%’
By comparison with equations (36) and (37), it is seen that
the integral terms in the last equation correspond to tho
generalized indicial forces @nd ~~, so that the s~ations
can be written
(C-4)
where the quantity (g+n) must be an even number.
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TABLE I.—VALUES OF GENERALIZED INDICIAL FORCES, Fj
The generalized indicial force coefficient P% is defined by
equation (36). It is the response for a mode shape having
a unit anmlitude
.
and n loading induced by a unit value of w/ Uo,
5=-H9’(%
The table gives values of l’~g against time (actualh chord
lengths traveled) for ‘- -
1=0
j=o,l,2
n=0,1,2,3,4,5
g=O,l ,2,3,4,5
M=il; 1.2“
A=4
TABLE I.—VALUESOF GENERALIZEDINDICIAL FORCES,F%
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TABLE I.—VALUES OF GENERALIZED INDICIAL FORCES, &Continued
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H. o
—
o 4 6
;\
—
a
T
—
2
.
0
G-
2 I 3 6
:%
& 575
68443
7. m
7. m
a 302
& 761
10.24
U. 2?
10. E3
2L97
m. 48
w
ma
.5z M
3448
%%
xi=
S&31
40. SI
43,10
4& !u
ma)
Pi E
.o&9
%;
Dal
na2
’43.4
1 2
:2
243
24s
!24m
2’53
;2
2B#
& w
3.811
44X
4.8Fil
h 461
w
7.144
0 2
%!
3.S3
;g
4.m9
H%
4.074
S.wa
0.021
mm
RI
1:%’
u. lz
RF
[9. 40
[!3.43
[Q R3
19.80
IL37
?L9Z
n39
U.m
!&C@
w 63
U.m
r?.35
lL98
8.47
L 14
1.92
3 ‘4 5
L 616 2424
L 618 2429
L6Z2 .2442
L 041 24m
L 676 2m9
L724 2675
;. 2779
28i2
L 697 x ml
2176 3.649
2 Cal 4451
3.6R3 h 391
3.W3 & Ill
3.862 7.m
4.519 &7s4
4.896 Q733
&m9 10.05
. —
cL4m lLo8
&4m lLlo
&479 11.14
asm IL 31
:% &L
&ma 1241
7.147 1278
7.752 14.10
%3KI l&49
9. m 10.02
IL 46 !2202
1264 2&34
14.16
m 40 g~
z% 3Q91 I
1.2E
L.2r
L!U
l.!al(
L2?J
W
L 31?
L4L.!
LtZT
L7i0
2m2
2 la
z 401
X
2’XW
1
T
e. 41E
&m
O.im
o. m
FE
%
[; F
mm
10.m
19.2s
U32
?9.4.5
!3. W
!-403
u 4s
&&i
14.73
!s.6s
!&97
S.73
D. u
L ft3
.7.18
am
7.65
3.54
a%?
14.9
428
~;
IL CC!
IL 1:
ma
IL Z
H
14 w
14.7$
17.m
19.M
27.27
Hi
5414
7L 76
8430
8h 11
2 L ON
L OK
L 6N
?%
L671
1. m
L 740
L8%J
;E
2573
HE
3.376
3.S52
3.m3
:4?
&m
O.lm
w!
7. m
:%
e. m
1L23
ma
uia9
17.46
2LrlI
2309
23.64
3448
%%
3h 14
Z&m’
37.20
=4.5
3QJS
4?%
m.42
m. 19
Kti
m.?
I&9
9).8
lGz-
lL 0?
lL 09
11. la
U25
lL 47
lL 74
w
13,79
m al
la 01
19.49
2L 49
$:
Um
UG9
!L 11
119
.L 23
.L 65
L 07
223
3.28
4213
7.01
9. M
K 43
!410
7. m
O.m
-.01
5 0.464
6. 4G5
6. 4fB
6.493
0. w
H%
& 976
:E
Ii 2
lL3z
1243
law
14.m
h24 I
a@3
w
6411
66.&i
m.b5
HI
84. Es
94.52
1211.8
148.9
lm. 7
m4.2
2541
m%:
4
%2
%Z
8207
am
3472
2:
43. m
SL 46
2:
m. a
1%?
G
17L 1
1721
l?ti 1
18L 6
W2
[9L 9
ML o
!l&O
!3i0
!89,2
nmo
~. 6
27.4
%:
H28
u%:
m. 6
Hi 8
1327
MO. o
140.7
ml-l o
lm. 5
m?
3W8
am. 3
4m. Q
641L7
7EfL7
0L9—-
—
TABLE I.—VALUES OF GENERALIzED INDICIAL FORCES, ~Contiiued
(0) t=O; j=O; M=l.2
--iiT
—
0
0
.00
:%
.30
.48
.615
.0
i!
N
24
3.0
4.0
Lo
10
—
2 4 38
—
1
-I
2 3
am
&o?
2:
7. al
7. ‘al
7.32
:$
1: E
1231
la. &5
EM
17.m
18.90
4
10.67
10. m
BE
lL59
1214
n 45
u.??
14.23
w
23.94
%K
?&WI
39.72
z
5346
m .82
2$
’33.18
Oau
(IL 7S
07.95
74.77
E?
2L0
37.4
59.1
743
0 1 5 0
4444
4444
4444
444
444
443i
443/
4. 4E4
4. w
4.867
h 401
h867
& m
6.612
7.162
7. m
G
7.78
7.78
7.78
7.78
7.78
7.78
7.S3
K67
R.W
LE5
3.&3
rim
i. 07
3.4s
LO?
2
lo. 6-(
m.Oi
10.of
10.74
10.82
mm
10. Q?
Uw
IL@
L241
M 19
Mm
16.97
l&49
20.46
2.231
5
.—
%
6L 1s
E:
Eaa
W32
67.42
70. b4
E Y
la 7
lfa3
1848
!U8. 1
XL?
YG-
31L 4
314.7
ma
%;
374.0
m5.3
424.7
L! 8
Gm.6
:0% 3
8720
[018.
Um.
Km.
3.33
3.33
%23
3.%
%34(
3-w
3.W
3.28!
3.63
:%
4.5451
4.333
&m
h 6310,177
4.44
4.4i.
4.4a
4 .im
2E
405’
4. m
h Ou
t%
o. 97(
7. ml
a%
2%
.
17.78
17.70
17.81
[7.E9
R 01
K 14
)L22
8.39
Il. 40
n.ss
3.49
K 11
am
0.47
3.07
&n
444
4.44
L44
4.441
4441
444[
444(
4.474
4.6Z
4mi
%
am
em
7. 4m
%W
G
17.78
17.78
17.78
17. i%
17.78
17.78
17.89
Iao?
Klol
%:
!23.?4
i%g
3218
o.m?
lion
(!Eii7%1
t 847
0.s35
%
7.834
lt 2
IO. 81
IL 80
12@9
1428
G
a 49
m.sa
s). &g
N
3L 18
3L46
33.18
?5. 16
40.07
44.52
47.70
6L87
67.27
EL43
2
-F
G
loo?
I&o?[0.07
m.07
10.07
m.o?
U.73
.L m
L 76
3.10
.4.20
hla
6.19
7.60
9.10
0
.Cn3
,12
. ?4
:2
.546
,6
i;
L.!
U
3.0
4.0
&o
10. m–
10.07
la 07
10.67
it%
mm
10,73
lL n
lL 76
13.13
14.3+5
&21
10.32
17.79
19.32
G
17L 3
173.1
lmm ;
m. 2
m.. 5
2129
240.5
XiE
427.7
4%5
56S6
%:
M
W22
w!. m
IM4
lL7
lh3
18.9
347
6L 9
W9
u_4
75.0
20.2
l?. 2
17.8
Q3a
5240
E%
F&16
m.23
;:
O&m
73.44
89. 4a
97.42
l)?. 9
DL 4
133.0
EL81
‘a. iOa
9SM
97.89
[OL 1
!348
.W 9
g;
2L 9
.?2 o
~8
221
‘w. 3
76.2
043
!3L81
EE
91L35
22
lU 8
1023
Im. 7
u?. 9
lKL6
157.9
17L 8
lm. 2
U3.8
?342.
——. —.—.
CO~ED FOR AERONAUTICS
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TABLE I.—VALUES OF GENERALIZED
(f) t=o; j=l; M=l.2
3
%%
2aa9
27. M
29.In
20.07
3L 40
3239
37.16
U&m
69.10
7a 74
1% Y
lm. 1
160.1
\
~\
—
2
0
L6!37
i.E
L6E3
L 47o
L3S
W
L2W
L 313
W
LC04
L737
L 949
2256
G
X323
3.817
3.237
3.lE3
3.WS
2W7
;%J
3.415
3.767
4.044
4.443
&m
6.833
1
L607
L6c.5
L659
LOW
LEW
L6iu
kg
L 610
LWS
L 7&3
k%
2W
.2@7
3122
2
22?2
:%
Zm
2 Ml
2153
2124
2123
2214
Z257
?E
3.539
4032
4.773
5.618
4
6.3S
:%
h48
&64
5.E2
&w
&&z
K=
7. m
10.67
12e3
1473
17.74
2L MI
2s. 14
5
S.&s
3.91
9.01
9.a6
Q@
la 0)
m. E3
lL 19
13.02
15.20
2L 40
2a23
anl
4LM
5224
al 14
\7 0
LW7
;%
LEZ7
L 679
L512
L4@3
L450
L461
L4&2
t%
W
2325
20M
1
22!H
z 229
2 ml
2. 17%
2123
204f
LW4
L 974
%
2mi
Zm
2. 7ta
3cm
3.Em
4cm
2
am
3. ?31
3.32s
sm
3.262
x lm
a 120
a m
& 224
3.4m
H%?
L022
&m
e 647
7.6%
3
{
4
.—
L233 8.S3
[k :2
Qw
9.31
% QH
h
h :8
6.1 10.67
& 219 1217
7.367 15. F3
Qlm 1%81
la&3 2203
lLe6 27. ?5
14.33 23.43
I&K? %53
5
16.24
16.2$
I&43
1s. w
le 77
17. n
R 21
la 78
2L 6S
25.03
2:
5416
2%
Ma
o
2!22a
z 219
2211
2177
21m
2040
i%
W
2248
z 4@
2644
2S%3
3.m4
&m5
1
ax
w
3.26i
.’4la
3.cm
kg
2.692
3.CW
3. 4M
3.ml
4.134
4.571
6.230
tlase
2
&3m
:%
&m
5.185
6<a57
2%
&m
& 376
& 217
7.110
7. as
&W
m. 20
IL 91
3
8.S!
:E
am
act
i%
&a
11:
1237
14,m
m 54
Kl 16
2L62
%37
4
——
15.24
I&m
lh 32
1&56
M 87
m m
m 33
16. m
la 2a
m.3u
2;
37.74
44.84
6LCL5
52.0s
—
o 0
:2
.24
.%3
.48
.643
.0
i;
H
24
3.0
4.0
&o
——
1
0 3
.03
:27
.80
.48
.545
.6
i;
Lb
$:
3.0
40
&o
l&24
15.24
M 24
lh24
lL21
1$10
14.w
I&04
It 93
17.19
m.M
2463
27.72
S2G2
B. 10
Mm
2a67
26.23
%%’
27.67
23.16
2334
2%’
2s. 13
Km
%84
64%
76.m
1%?
47.u
47.54
47. Q3
49.41
bL m
5412
55.42
EE
74.91
1028
1328
15eL9
19L O
237.4
273.6
4
—
SEW
3.87E
H%
%4ss
& m
7. m
7. Em
7.976
3.267
9. 1S3
m. m
lLIN
1210
13 w
I&10
(h 24
I&n
15.19
lho’i
[477
14.29
14.10
14 CB
L443
I&17
17.46
D. 8s
!LEa
!4.56
B50
R04
26.07 47.4
.m_07 47.46
47. a
az 4a22
m.56 4%04
%3.34 4% E3
2all a 13
2%’ .%-i
2RE3 6L 77
@Lo5 7Q.16
4261 97.54
47.77 ml
63.10 12S7
e&48 16L 2
75. M 18eLo
6
—
am
8.676
8.845
a nl
a4.m
a 17a
7.970
;%
K263
9.172
10.16
la %3
12.c6
Is. 74
1.591
16.24
15,22
16.16
1493
1466
1402
la 65
13.52
13.67
1416
lh 76
17.48
la 85
m.lu
am
27. 6s
20.67
me-4
2f%58
am
16.n
M. la
M IM
M. 61
16.18
M. 40
m36
u 69
17.91
rAo5
IQ 56
i7. 37
47.41
47.40
47.40
47. 3i
47.16
4&70
4a 20
41L42
4a:
mE3
74. w
F3.’m
la?
1328
3
&om
5.W3
h 9.52
IL ml
;g
6.242
6. 12s
6.604
6.U35
[$ F
1266
I&85
le. 05
JL 61
IL 64
)1. 72
IL ‘W
IL W
Il. 40
to.77
!0. 63
IL W
)4.11
IL on
I&m
%17
!4. Co
‘O.16
U77
e&33
86.42
2:
89.09
89.39
m.84
91.07
69.61
110.a
140.9
173.a
K@. 9
235,1
%3
Zm. !d
156.2
155.6
la 7
101,2
y77 :
17W2
181.O
ma
23k7
3m,4
419.b
4040
6W.8
74% u
667.0
TABLE I.—VALUESOF GENERALIZEDINDICIAL FORCES,F&-Continued
(g) l= O;j=2; df=l.2
t “cl’
T 4 s L —n ow
1 L Ill
1.111
L l@J
1. Om
LCWI
L 011
.%73
.9447
.6225
.mm
. m14
LW3
L 133
L 243
L 431
L i=
4
:%
& 551
a’ml
W
3.164
3.091
Scrd
3.117
&ml
am
am
44m
5.158
em
1 I “2;,: x
—
2
0 1
——
L 111
L 111
L 110
L 102
L078
L 031
. ml
.9734
:%%
LOW
LX19
L 310
L462
%
2 3 3 4 5
—..
10.16
mm
m. 32
la 77
H
12m
1265
1468
16. m
24. m
32al
38. E4
43.20
R%
o 1 1 4
10.10
10.18
10.26
laa
la 70
10, M
10.96
?2 RI
13.50
17,02
2218
!2h 91
31.33
3U.54
4591
5
—..
17.78
17,86
la Od
la n
10.80
20.62
!41.24
21.70
24.67
2%62
40. m
53.07
OL 40
1% Y
12L O
0
.03
.12
.24
%
.54s
.0
i;
HI
24
g
o
.06
.12
.24
X
.545
.0
.8
:!
20
24
3.0
40
6.0
0 L 111
LC@7
LC&2
L04s
.m43
.9241
.8764
.6494
.8163
.S127
.8447
.Cn)7
.9461
L027
L 175
L442
L481
L4E3
L496
L4E9
L4EJI
L445
1. m
L397
L 435
L mb
L 774
2035
2304
%
am
L4FJ
L 481 .MiJ
& 18s
& 314
6.451
a 469
em
i’. 210
lt E?
1249
I&&2
19.24
24 m
m.sl
1.481
;%
?%
L364
L 310
L2W
1.203
L2?3
L3S2
LMB
L603
L 76s
2048
2 ml
L4m
L467
L424
L2S9
L 316
L~
k%
L423
L 678
L7C8
LKB
2232
2716
3 2222
zm
2’Z13
2 ml
L lm
z cm
L9i0
L Q31
L~
L043
L 106
Lm3
L 4io
3.728
i in
k8m3
::
3.521
u%’315s
3.0C2
3.0S9
:%
& 761
2%
5..ZW
6.449
K110
K117
n m
la 27
10.!27
la 15
mm
NY
IL 14
.: z
.8.28
!L 47
%39
IL 54
17.7a
17.E3
17.‘a3
la 31
M. 76
[Q M
ls. w
19.18
mm
3L 61
3L 73
::
36.72
37.39
I 10.16
10.16
10.16
la 13
k%
‘2632
9. ml
9. m
1}%
1263
13a
lh 75
la 34
2276
17.78
L7.EJl
17.83
17.06
17.97
17.n
17.27
17.30
lao4
la 32
?232
?7’.77
IL43
!3.3s
K 19
A.09
31.61
3L m
3L 87
3251
%2
33. U
W.8S
Zan
;;
7e 56
fcL34
llh 9
137.7
%’
57. n
EaE3
Hg%
77. al
% F
.a. 1
.$$.2
M22
110.8
!86.7
b
:%
h 919
&m
5.734
h 471
5.268
h lEa
&c@6
k !ml
h667
ILmo
am4
7.437
1: F
17.78
17.76
17.7’9
17.72
17.46
la 24
16,31
leo7
11321
16.85
1!3.13
2L 78
23. s9
27.33
3207
39.40
103.4
11328
104.9
K% 7
113.9
lla o
l!M 8
lm. o
140,1
10L 1
2228
~~ :
431.8
653.4
W.3
33.32
4273
%&
p_&
1s0
177.3
ma2
iiii
au
37’.75
Qw
u. 17
NL8S
I’a36
;%
6.m4
eL7eJ
7. Ssl
a 818
D. 73
1
—
Uc.r
T
o
.06
.12
,24
.36
,4’3
.646
.6
1::
i:
24
3.0
4.0
6,0
0
:$
.2.4
.30
.48
; p
1:8
k:
24
3.0
.3.0
6.0
;\:
—
o
3
0
L 111
l.om
;: K
Lm7
1.078
1.691
L W3
L 164
1. m
1.364
L 464
1.621
1.697
t%
%
z !224
2233
2269
22n7
2847
2s!8
z b33
2696
3.oal
3.234
W
:%
1
1.111
L 111
LI12
L 118
1.131
L 167
L 177
1. Im
1.276
L 36s
t%
L 761
L 867
E%
H%
3. h57
L673
3.633
3.852
3. 7@3
39m
4072
4.319
4. W
E.2M
6.674
h m
6.216
6.435
GENERALIZED INDICIAL FORCES ON DEFORMING WINGS
TABLE I.—VALUES OF GENERALIZED INDICIAL FORCES. FE-Concluded
2 3
2221
2m
%t
2M7
:%
2621
2=
3.W
3.662
4.132
4.451
4.8a
5. m
6.402
G
m, 17
10.21
10.37
10.64
lL m
IL 31
11.a
3267
13.67
M. 84
17.74
19.ml
m.4’3
21.97
2276
4
2.669
8.536
t%!
3.876
Hi-.%
4.3n
4. m
6.393
am
7.634
8.323
9.161
1; F
17.78
17.82
17.85
la 43
[9. 32
8). as
%.73
lL 29
?3,63
3&78
33.al
m 49
R. 61
Q 10
16.62
17.46
6
,-
(h) 1=1; j=l; M=l.2
o
L 111
1.111
L 111
1.113
1.323
L 144
L m3
L I&l
1. m
1. m
1.481
?%
L 772
k%’
3.6Ea
:%
3.673
& 633
H%
3. Sm
4. on
4.317
;%
5.666
6. W
& 221
6.46s
1 2 3
aim
3.&31
3.677
:%3.m3
i%’
&m
4.E33
M!
6. .?37
7.412
7. w
amz
17.78
17.s)
17.67
la 14
la 69
19.23
10.74
20.18
2L G-a
!Z3.I?J
27.50
al Es
.WSW
35. E4
au
3a. 47
4
—.
hfm
5.042
6.s%
6.169
6.439
& 761
C1.m
7. Ls9
7. ‘X31
8.776
10.m
12.24
13.33
14.62
16.8S
[t 63
G
3L 6S
31.39
mea
33.63
36.E41
M. 69
v. m
u. m
M. b5
6L67
3261
37.76
K?.w
xl 13
33.31
5
‘n
7\
.—
2
7
0
.—
L 4s2
1.482
i&
L m
1. E37
1. m
L m
L 691
Lm
2010
21s2
2292
2422
W
&m
k%
;E
& 163
am
&3M
6.786
7. 1U9
Kom
K 834
9. m
9.816
10.39
m. m
621
1 2 3 4 6
17.78
17. 8s
la 05
I&78
19.84
2L 19
2204
22m
25.76
%81
H
‘W%
67.36
69.67
1024
lUl 8
IOL 9
IR 8
114.6
12L9
1216
130.8
147.2
la 8
Mt3.4
ZR3
2623
‘XfI.8
31a 5
3323
—#
